
(4)   17/64" Thru Holes
on 2.25 square bolt pattern

101.6 (4")
171mm (6.75")

70 mm (2.75")

(4)   5/16-18 Threads
1/2" in on each corner

58.8mm (2")

76.2 mm (3")

Eye opening 7/8"

177.8mm (7")

Optional collector assembly
(rotating power wires) 
18 ga wires turn with shaft/eye

190mm (7.5")

57mm (2.25 in")

HR-100A Rotator

Specifications:
Model: HR100A - Without rotating power wires: Model HR100B - With 3-wirerotating power wires/outlet
Wgt capacity: 45kg / 100 lbs
Power: 115 or 230VAC (specify power source)
Rotating eyebolt: 9.5mm / 3/8”
Suspension from above: eyebolts or angle iron L-brackets (shown)
Motor: 7W, .2 A current draw
Speed: 2 rpm standard, other speeds available
Direction: Standard direction is CW when hanging. Change direction by switching wires
Construction: Welded steel frame, high strength steel shaft, forged eyebolts. Steel covers
Options: Special drilling. Switches, separtate pigtail wiring for lighting and motor

Installation:
Make sure the structure you are to suspend the rotator from will support the weight and movement of the display.
Secure the power cord of the rotator and make sure there are no obstructions when the display begins to turn. The
frame of the rotator will remain stationary but everything connected to the shaft will turn. If equipped with rotating
power supply, make sure cord is clear of the frame and anything stationary.

The HR is designed for hanging displays. The pre-wired rotator as show includes a power cord that is wired
to the motor and optional slip ring assembly. Simply fasten the rotator to the ceiling or suspend from cables. Connect
display, and connect rotating powercord if equipped. Plug in rotator’s male plug and the rotator will turn.

Separate control of rotator motor and lighting is possible but requires two circuits. Do not connect a dimmer switch
to the motor. It will damage the motor!

Rotators are designed for continuous use and may run 24 hours a day.
These compact rotators are chain driven. Do not force the shaft to turn or stop the rotator by force or it may result in
damage to the gear motor. Shock Hazard - Do not run the rotator without the covers as there are exposed electrical
components inside.

Hanging Rotating Motor


